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anticipate Regard as probable; expect or predict.
They failed to anticipate a full scale invasion.

anticipation The action of anticipating something; expectation or prediction.
Her eyes sparkled with anticipation.

anticipatory In anticipation.
An anticipatory flash of excitement.

aspiring
Directing one’s hopes or ambitions towards becoming a specified type of
person.
An aspiring artist.

assume Take on or adopt (a manner or identity), sometimes falsely.
She assumed indifference even though she was seething with anger.

assumed Adopted in order to deceive.
An assumed name.

assumption A thing that is accepted as true or as certain to happen, without proof.
Any society is built upon certain assumptions.

expect Consider obligatory request and expect.
The are expecting another child in January.

expectation A belief that someone will or should achieve something.
Reality had not lived up to expectations.

expected
Regarded as likely; anticipated.
Write down your expected monthly income and regularly track your
expenses.

feasibly
In a way that possible or practical to do or achieve.
I ve learned a huge amount about what I could feasibly achieve in my next
race.

forecast Predict or estimate (a future event or trend.
Coal consumption in Europe is forecast to increase.
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foresee Be aware of beforehand; predict.
It is impossible to foresee how life will work out.

future
Bulk commodities bought or sold at an agreed price for delivery at a
specified future date.
Heaven and the future life with Christ.

guess An estimate or conclusion formed by guessing.
We can only guess at Alan s motives.

guesswork The process or results of guessing.
Answering this question will involve you in a certain amount of guesswork.

hopeful Feeling or inspiring optimism about a future event.
Two executive hopefuls joined the firm.

impersonate Represent another person with comic intentions.
It s a very serious offence to impersonate a police officer.

maybe Perhaps; possibly.
He was standing maybe 20 or 30 feet away.

occur Come to one’s mind; suggest itself.
Precious stones occur in a large area in Brazil.

possible The highest possible score especially in a shooting competition.
Mickey scored the possible.

presume Suppose that something is the case on the basis of probability.
The argument presumes that only one person can do the work.

presuppose Require as a necessary antecedent or precondition.
This step presupposes two prior ones.

pretend Represent fictitiously as in a play or pretend to be or act like.
Dangling their legs in the water to catch pretend fish.

prognosis A prediction of the course of a disease.
It is very difficult to make an accurate prognosis.

prospect A place likely to yield mineral deposits.
His prospects as a writer are excellent.

putative Purported; commonly put forth or accepted as true on inconclusive grounds.
The putative author of the book.

sham Make a pretence of.
He was a sham totally unqualified for his job as a senior doctor.

simulate Reproduce someone’s behavior or looks.
It was impossible to force a smile to simulate pleasure.

suppose Expect believe or suppose.
This step presupposes two prior ones.
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